Purpose: To evaluate visual function and disease progression in the retinal structural abnormalities of three patients from two unrelated families with macular telangiectasia (MacTel) type 2. Methods: Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) and AOSLO microperimetry (AOMP)
were used to evaluate the structure and function of macular cones in three eyes with MacTel type 2. Cone spacing was estimated using histogram analysis of intercone distances, and registered spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) scans were used to evaluate retinal anatomy. AOMP was used to assess visual sensitivity in and around areas of apparent cone loss. Results: Although overall lesion surface area increased, some initially affected regions subsequently showed clear, contiguous, and normally spaced cone mosaics with recovered photoreceptor inner/outer segment (IS/OS) reflectivity (two of two eyes). The AOMP test sites fell within three categories: normal-appearing cones (N), dimly reflecting cones (D), and RPE cell mosaics (R). At N sites, AOMP threshold values (arbitrary units [au]) increased with increasing eccentricity (slope = 0.054 au/degree, r² = 0.77). The N thresholds ranged from 0.04 to 0.27 au, D thresholds from 0.04 to 0.33 au, and R thresholds from 0.14 to 1.00 au. There was measurable visual sensitivity everywhere except areas without intact external limiting membrane (ELM) and with diffuse scattering in the IS/OS and posterior tips of the outer segments (PTOS) regions on OCT. Conclusions: Visual sensitivity and recovery of cone visibility in areas of apparent focal cone loss suggests that MacTel type 2 lesions with a preserved ELM may contain functioning cones with abnormal scattering and/or waveguiding characteristics. (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00254605.).
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Adaptive Optics Microperimetry and OCT Images Show Preserved Function and Recovery of Cone Visibility in Macular Telangiectasia Type 2 Retinal Lesions
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Macular telangiectasia (MacTel) type 2, also known as idiopathic juxtapfoveal telangiectasia type 2, is a rare bilateral but often asymmetric condition that causes marked visual disturbances, such as impaired reading ability, in patients older than 40 years.1 Macular telangiectasia type 2 derives its name from the hallmark fluorescein angiography (FA) finding of telangiectatic retinal capillaries temporal to the fovea (Fig. 1).2,3 Affected eyes also often exhibit photoreceptor inner/outer segment (IS/OS) reflectivity (two of two eyes). The AOMP test sites fell within three categories: normal-appearing cones (N), dimly reflecting cones (D), and RPE cell mosaics (R). At N sites, AOMP threshold values (arbitrary units [au]) increased with increasing eccentricity (slope = 0.054 au/degree, r² = 0.77). The N thresholds ranged from 0.04 to 0.27 au, D thresholds from 0.04 to 0.35 au, and R thresholds from 0.14 to 1.00 au.

Although the Beaver Dam Eye Study reported the US prevalence of MacTel type 2 as 0.1%, the disease is likely underdiagnosed due to the subtleties of early clinical manifestations as well as late-stage similarity to AMD.7 Compared with individuals affected by AMD and other eye diseases, those with MacTel type 2 have some of the lowest National Eye Institute Visual Functioning Questionnaire scores.8,9 There are neither effective treatments nor reliable measures of disease progression and treatment response, leading to efforts to develop objective structural and functional characterization of the photoreceptors in MacTel type 2. Specifically, confocal adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) compensates for blur-inducing aberrations in the human eye,10 thereby accurately and noninvasively visualizing macular cone photoreceptor structure to enable measures of cone spacing, density, and packing.11,12 In MacTel type 2, confocal AOSLO imaging has shown disruption of the normal hexagonal cone mosaic pattern, leading to dark-appearing regions that correlate with characteristic IS/OS junction (or ellipsoid zone band)13 breaks seen on high-resolution OCT.14

Purpose. To evaluate visual function and disease progression in the retinal structural abnormalities of three patients with macular telangiectasia (MacTel) type 2.

Methods. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) and AOSLO microperimetry (AOMP) were used to evaluate the structure and function of macular cones in three eyes with MacTel type 2. Cone spacing was estimated using histogram analysis of intercone distances, and registered spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) scans were used to evaluate retinal anatomy. AOMP was used to assess visual sensitivity in and around areas of apparent cone loss.

Results. Although overall lesion surface area increased, some initially affected regions subsequently showed clear, contiguous, and normally spaced cone mosaics with recovered photoreceptor inner/outer segment (IS/OS) reflectivity (two of two eyes). The AOMP test sites fell within three categories: normal-appearing cones (N), dimly reflecting cones (D), and RPE cell mosaics (R). At N sites, AOMP threshold values (arbitrary units [au]) increased with increasing eccentricity (slope = 0.054 au/degree, r² = 0.77). The N thresholds ranged from 0.04 to 0.27 au, D thresholds from 0.04 to 0.35 au, and R thresholds from 0.14 to 1.00 au.

Conclusions. Visual sensitivity and recovery of cone visibility in areas of apparent focal cone loss suggests that MacTel type 2 lesions with a preserved ELM may contain functioning cones with abnormal scattering and/or waveguiding characteristics. (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00254605.)
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Although previous studies have demonstrated visual function abnormalities in MacTel eyes with cone mosaic and IS/OS disruptions, standard fundus-guided microperimetry cannot assess retinal function with resolution commensurate with the individual cone structures imaged using AOSLO. Integrating microperimetry into AOSLO makes it possible to concurrently image cones and test their visual function in both an efficient and longitudinal manner. Such an approach, known as AOSLO microperimetry (AOMP), has the potential not only to accurately distinguish between functional and dysfunctional cones in patients with MacTel type 2, but also to assess visual perception in areas of apparent cone loss. This disease is particularly suited to AOMP testing because affected eyes retain healthy retinal regions, allowing patients to serve as their own internal controls.

In this article, we examine cone structure and function in three patients with mild MacTel type 2. We measure the progression of retinal structural changes in two patients and perform AOMP in all three patients at a single time point. The striking result regarding lesion progression is that clear, contiguous, normal-appearing, and normally spaced cone mosaics appear in regions where no apparent cones were present at the first visit. Moreover, we find that some retinal regions lacking both visible cones on AOSLO and structural indicators of cone presence on OCT (IS/OS and posterior tips of the outer segments [PTOS] reflectivity) have residual visual function. Together, these findings suggest that there may be
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**Figure 1.** Clinical findings in patients with MacTel type 2. Color fundus photos (row A) reveal subtle MacTel type 2 features, such as loss of retinal transparency and telangiectatic vessels temporal to the fovea. These are more clearly seen with evidence of hyperfluorescence on FA images (row B) and fundus autofluorescence images (row C).
some functional intralesion cones that have the potential to recover normal scattering characteristics. An indicator of these reclaimable cones may be an intact external limiting membrane (ELM) that has a relatively transparent and uncollapsed retinal structure beneath it.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Three subjects with MacTel type 2 were enrolled at the University of California, Berkeley, after the diagnosis of MacTel type 2 was confirmed at the Moorfields Eye Hospital Reading Center (London, UK). Informed consent was obtained after the study protocol and its associated risks were reviewed with each subject. The informed consent forms and study protocol were approved by the University of California San Francisco, University of California Berkeley, University of California Los Angeles, and University of Utah Institutional Review Boards, and research procedures followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The participants were two women and one man from two unrelated families (F1P1, F2P1, and F2P2; Table). Participants F1P1 and F2P1 were imaged at two time points (Table), but only structural imaging was done at visit one, as the technology for AOMP had not been developed at the time. In the past year, all three patients were brought in for AOMP and imaging. The study eye in each patient was selected based on clarity of OCT and AOSLO image quality.

Enrollment inclusion criteria included being 18 years of age or older with signs of MacTel type 2, visual acuity of at least 20/40 in either eye, clear ocular media (cornea and lens), and fixation stability (ability to fixate for at least 15 seconds).

**Clinical Measures**

All subjects had undergone complete eye examinations by retinal specialists (PSB, SDS) within a few months of study enrollment. Clinical information gathered at these visits included best-corrected visual acuity, color fundus photographs, FAs, and fundus autofluorescence images (F1P1: HRA2 system; F2P1 and F2P2: Spectralis HRA-OCT system [Heidelberg Engineering, Vista, CA, USA]). The study eyes are shown in Figure 1.

For each study eye, pupil dilation was achieved with one drop of 1% tropicamide and one drop of 2.5% phenylephrine. Frame-averaged line scans, each composed of 20 individual B-scans, were acquired with one of two Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) retinal imaging systems. Macular cube volume scans were acquired with either the commercially available 512 × 128 cube protocol covering 6 mm², or a proprietary 256 × 256 cube protocol covering 3 mm². A line-scanning ophthalmoscope integrated into the Cirrus system obtained infrared fundus scans simultaneously with the spectral-domain (SD)-OCT acquisition and was used to indicate scan position.

En face OCT scans were derived from IS/OS slabs that were between 43 and 45 μm thick, and a significant reflectivity decrease in these scans indicated a disruption of the normal IS/OS. The surface area of these defects was measured via ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) (Table).

**Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy Imaging and AOMP Testing**

High-resolution AOSLO images were obtained from each study eye using an AOSLO as previously described. Individual AOSLO images, which covered 1.2 × 1.2° of retina, were assembled into larger montages that encompassed the fovea, the macular area with IS/OS junction band disruption, and surrounding normal cones in each imaged eye. An attempt was made to image the photoreceptor mosaic at every location. At locations where the photoreceptor mosaic was not visible, but the RPE mosaic was visible (corresponding to a complete break in the IS/OS layer in OCT), we adjusted the focus slightly deeper to improve resolution of the RPE mosaic. As such, the montages do not necessarily represent an image from a single depth plane in the retina. The appearance of the images in the immediate vicinity of the lesions fell into three categories:

- N: normal-appearing cone mosaics on AOSLO, presence of normal-appearing ELM, IS/OS, and PTOS on OCT.
- D: weakly reflecting or no cones visible on AOSLO; presence of ELM, IS/OS, and PTOS, but IS/OS and PTOS appear relatively dim or disrupted.
- R: RPE cells, but no cone mosaic is visible on AOSLO; IS/OS and PTOS are not present, ELM may or may not be present.

Using information shown in SD-OCT images and AOSLO montages, specific 0.1° × 0.1° retinal regions of interest were manually selected for AOMP functional testing. The AOMP tests were done at N, D, and R sites, all of which were located between 0 and 185 arcminutes (0° and 3.1°) from the preferred retinal locus (PRL), presumed to be the anatomical fovea (Matlab; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The method of identifying the PRL is described in a previous paper. The N category AOMP test sites across all three eyes provided normative data against which thresholds values in all eyes were compared.

The AOMP was implemented via custom software used for programming psychophysical experiments at the University of California Berkeley (Matlab; MathWorks). The AOSLO light source was a supercontinuum laser (SuperK EXTREME; NKT...
Photonics, Inc., Birkerød, Denmark) whose broadband output was passed through serial edge and narrowband filters to produce independent imaging (λ = 840 nm) and stimulation (λ = 543 nm) channels, each of which could be controlled by high-speed acousto-optic modulators (Brimrose Corporation, Baltimore, MD, USA). The stimulation wavelength was selected on the basis that it drives L and M cones, which make up 90% to 95% of the cone receptor mosaic, equally. The stimulus diameter was roughly half that of a Goldmann I-sized stimulus (3.45 arcminutes or 0.05°), and its area would span between 43 (at the fovea) and 5 (at 3°) cones in a normal retina. To ensure accuracy of stimulus delivery to a given AOMP test site, locations were visualized using dynamic AOSLO imaging and tracked by a high-speed image-based eye-tracking algorithm, which predicted the precise moment to deliver the stimulus. Longitudinal chromatic aberration was corrected according to published levels and is expected to be accurate to better than 0.1 diopter. Additionally, transverse chromatic aberration (TCA) was measured and corrected according to established methods when image quality permitted; in other cases, the TCA was minimized subjectively by asking the subject to fixate the imaging and stimulus rasters, then adjusting pupil position until the two were brought into alignment. For all test sites, the focus of the stimulus was maintained on the photoreceptor mosaic. For the D and R sites, the focus was set so that the photoreceptor mosaic outside of the tested area, but within the imaged field, was in best focus.

Visual sensitivity was assessed via an increment threshold approach. Light leaking through the stimulus channel provided a background of approximately 4 cd/m², bright enough to prevent rod photoreceptors from contributing to the measured thresholds. Stimulus intensity was represented in arbitrary units (au) on a linearized scale from 0 to 1 (a value of 0 indicates the presence of the background only; an intensity of 1 represents the strongest light the system is capable of presenting); when the acousto-optic modulator background is set to approximately 4 cd/m², the full intensity of the stimulus is approximately 2700 cd/m², which is nearly as bright as the brightest Humphrey stimulus (3174 cd/m² = 10,000 apostilbs). The AOMP results were generated using a subject-paced 4- to 2-dB staircase with yes-no response paradigm. At each AOMP test site, the subject pushed a button to initiate a staircase, which typically consisted of 12 to 15 trials and was repeated three times per retinal test site. A trial involved the following sequence of events: successful stimulus delivery, signaled by an auditory cue; subject’s “yes” or “no” keyboard response; subject’s initiation of the next trial. Trials with failed stimulus delivery were repeated immediately, and each retinal test site underwent a total of 36 to 45 trials.

Image Overlays

Comprehensive image overlays were generated (Adobe Illustrator; Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) to contextualize OCT, AOSLO, and AOMP measures. The AOMP retinal test sites were marked on respective AOSLO montages, which were then correlated precisely with clinical images demonstrating the MacTel type 2 lesions (Fig. 2). En face OCT slab images of IS/OS layers and single cross-sectional OCT B-scans, along with corresponding scan lines, were subsequently superimposed on AOSLO montages and precisely registered using the study eye’s lesion appearance and vascular anatomy.

Cone Spacing

Cone spacing was measured at locations with unambiguous arrays of contiguous cones and avoided where cones may have been obscured by inner retinal pathology. Using the methods previously described, cone spacing was estimated via custom software (Matlab; MathWorks), which extracts the nearest neighbor distance based on a histogram of all intercone distances from subsets of cones at 43 locations, all of which showed unambiguous cones and were in the N category. Study eye values were compared with values from 27 age-similar healthy eyes. Selected locations included 10 of the 13 N category AOMP test sites.

Statistical Methods and AOMP Data Analysis

Among the three study eyes, a total of 22 retinal test sites were tested using AOMP; 13 of these 22 sites were in the N category, 4 in the D category, and 5 in the R category. During AOMP testing, an individual retinal site generated a series of thresholds (au) that were averaged into a single value. Linear regression analysis of N site thresholds across all three eyes was used to determine expected threshold values for normally functioning cones at any given eccentricity. A P value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Progression

For study eyes F1P1 and F2P1, comparison of current and previous AOSLO montages showed expansion of lesion...
FIGURE 3. Disease progression in two MacTel type 2 patients. Baseline lesion boundaries are outlined in blue on AOSLO and correlated with OCT B-scans via yellow, vertical dashed lines. Tan lines indicate location of OCT B-scans shown below each AOSLO montage. Visual acuity, PRL (white clusters), and IS/OS breaks on OCT (red arrowheads) are shown. (A, B) AOSLO (top row): There is nasal expansion from 2011 to 2013. Within the blue rectangle, there are newly resolvable, hyperreflective cones temporally that are not seen in (A). OCT (bottom row): Selected scan shows anatomy at all three AOSLO-defined categories (N, D, R). The reflectivity of the IS/OS line within the lesion is relatively dim compared with outside the lesion. In (A), the dashed vertical lines do not correspond exactly with IS/OS breaks. In (B), the same dashed lines show that temporally, a small, previously dark IS/OS segment in 2011 is hyperreflective in 2013 (yellow arrow). VA, PRL: The decline in VA coincides with a shift in PRL. (C, D) AOSLO: There is nasal extension from 2010 to 2014. Within the blue rectangle, there are apparent cones in a formerly dim region temporal to the vertical retinal vascular landmark. OCT: The IS/OS defect has increased and extended nasally. A small, previously dark IS/OS segment in 2010
appears hyperreflective in 2014 (yellow arrow). Note: The difference in foveal contours between (C) and (D) is likely due to loss of outer retinal layers, as demonstrated in Figure 4B. B-scans through e. VA, PRL: VA stable, PRL center unchanged during the course of the study.

Structural Characterization

At 41 of 43 locations where unambiguous cones were observed (10/41 were AOMP N sites), cone spacing values fell within the 95% confidence interval of the normal mean, which was calculated using values from 27 healthy eyes. These normally spaced locations included four areas within newly resolvable cone arrays. The remaining 2 of the 43 locations had spacing values in the 99% confidence interval.

In F1P1 and F2P1, en face OCT slab images containing the IS/OS showed dark MacTel type 2 lesions that correlated well with lesions seen on corresponding AOSLO montages. On cross-sectional OCT B-scans, the reflectivity of the IS/OS lines within the lesions were relatively dim or absent compared with outside the lesions. The B-scans in F1P1 (Fig. 4A, white arrowheads, scans e and f) revealed a relatively preserved ELM line with a highly transparent posterior section where the IS/OS and PTOS are normally seen, whereas in F2P1 these distinctions were less clear (Fig. 4B, white arrowhead, scan c). In F2P2, there was no discontinuity in the cone mosaic, IS/OS, or ELM, although shadows of inner retinal abnormalities were seen in the AOSLO montage (Fig. 4C) and telangiectatic vessels were observed temporal to the fovea on FA (Fig. 1B).

Functional Characterization

The AOMP thresholds measured at all 13 N sites increased with increasing eccentricity (Fig. 5; slope = 0.054 au/degree, $R^2 = 0.77$, $P < 0.0001$), demonstrating that for normal-appearing cones, visual sensitivity decreases with increasing distance from the fovea at a similar rate for all three subjects. All 9 AOMP test sites in the D and R categories were measured in subjects F1P1 and F2P1, whereas the third study eye (F2P2) had only N category retinal test sites (Figs. 4A–C). Of four D sites tested in regions with dimly reflecting cones, three produced average threshold values at least 2-fold greater than normal, corrected for eccentricity. Of the five R sites tested where RPE cells were visible, average threshold values were at least 2-fold greater than normal at three sites and at least 4-fold greater than normal at the other two (Fig. 5).

Discussion

This is the first report of recovered visibility of contiguous cone arrays within regions that had previously been identified as being within a lesion. This is also the first report showing measurable function in recovered regions as well as regions where no cones were visible on either OCT or AOSLO imaging. These new findings have challenged our notion that regions with no visible cones on OCT or AOSLO lacked cones as well as visual function, leading to the following questions:

1. Cone structure: What is the nature of cone visibility recovery? Are cones migrating into this region; are new cones forming; or does this reflectivity recovery come from cones that were always present?

2. Cone function: What is the best explanation for the existence of light sensitivity in areas where no cones are visible on AOSLO and that lack visible structures consistent with the IS/OS and the PTOS in OCT?

Cone Structure

In this series of MacTel type 2 patients, cone spacing was normal in nearly all sites with contiguous and unambiguous arrays of cones. Specifically, the cones that regained visibility had normal spacing (two of two eyes). If these cones had migrated into their respective lesions, there would have been a corresponding increase in spacing (decrease in local density) as more normal cones moved into empty spaces to replace lost cones. In fact, the comprehensive image overlays for F1P1 (who had the best image quality) showed that at the two visits, cones were visible in areas within 150 μm of where the cones became visible, the cone mosaic matched, cone-to-cone, indicating that the cones were not migrating at all.

Although the regrowth of entirely new cones is unlikely, it is possible for a cone to persist without the normal structures that give rise to the IS/OS and PTOS reflections. These reflections account for cone visibility not only on OCT, but also on AOSLO, images. It is therefore conceivable that cones with abnormal outer segments experience a loss of visibility but not necessarily a correspondingly complete loss of function. Indeed, two recent reports in the literature support the possibility of cones persisting in regions in which they are not visible on AOSLO or OCT. First, results from an AOSLO using a novel split-detection scheme has shown visible structures consistent with mosaics of inner segments in regions where standard confocal AOSLO imaging fails to show anything. Second, a case report showed histologically normal-appearing cones within regions of IS/OS breaks, providing evidence that in MacTel type 2, breaks in the IS/OS junction may indicate conditions that disrupt the IS/OS cone reflectivity rather than cause photoreceptor death. Neither of these analyses were done on our patients, however, as the new split-detector technology does not presently exist in our laboratory, and the histological analysis requires postmortem tissue.

Nevertheless, there are OCT findings that suggest the presence of a mostly intact cone array. Between the F1P1 and F2P1 study eyes, OCT B-scans revealed a consistent anatomical difference: in F1P1, the B-scans showed a relatively preserved ELM overlying a very transparent gap where the IS/OS and PTOS would normally be seen (Fig. 4A, white arrowheads), whereas in F2P1 they showed less evidence of an ELM where no IS/OS was visible (Fig. 4B, white arrowheads). The ELM, which consists of zonular adherences between Müller cell processes and photoreceptor inner segments, is believed to play an integral role in maintaining photoreceptor orientation and alignment. Interestingly, the ELM band typically persists after IS/OS loss in other retinal degenerations, such as RP, choroideremia, and Stargardt disease. Also, previous studies of postoperative recovery following macular hole closure, as well as retinal detachment repair, have found without
exception that ELM restoration preceded that of the IS/OS junction and that no eyes experienced IS/OS restoration without complete ELM recovery.\textsuperscript{30,31}

An intact ELM that is accompanied by a transparent gap in the IS/OS could indicate intralesional regions in which cones are present and retain most of their structure. These retinal imaging findings should be explored further as potential imaging biomarkers of disease severity, as well as imaging features that may affect cone recovery prognosis.

**Cone Function**

Visual sensitivity was found in both the D and R regions, providing further evidence of the presence of abnormal and nonvisualizable cones. In F1P1, the R site (locations 5, 6, and 9) values were only approximately 2-fold higher than expected, suggesting relatively preserved visual sensitivity at those locations with visible RPE cell mosaics. In this eye, the AOMP test site with the most abnormal threshold value was located at a D site (location 2), indicating better visual sensitivity at R sites with visible RPE cells than D sites with dimly visible cones. In F2P1, the two R sites (locations 4 and 5) produced the most elevated thresholds observed, but only location 4 had thresholds that exceeded the limits of the AOMP system (more than eight times higher than expected). These findings contradict conventional beliefs that visualization of RPE cell mosaics and the loss of IS/OS and PTOS reflectivity indicate absence of cones and a corresponding inability to perceive light.\textsuperscript{32} Although it is very likely that there are many cases where this is true, it does not apply to the examples shown in this article.

The AOMP data from F1P1 and F2P1 indicate that the structural scaffolding of the ELM also may be integral to preserving cones that maintain their visual sensitivity in regions in which the IS/OS junction is disrupted. In other words, lesions with preserved ELM and corresponding inner segments may contain functional cones. The presence of measurable AOMP thresholds raises the possibility that such intralesional cones, instead of being truly absent, have abnormal scattering and/or waveguiding qualities that preclude their visibility on confocal AOSLO imaging.

It also is possible that the threshold values seen at AOMP R test sites (locations 5, 6, and 9 in F1P1) represent responses by more normal neighboring cones stimulated as a result of intraretinal scatter. However, given that a D site in F1P1 (location 2) showed a high threshold in the immediate vicinity of two N regions, and that R sites in F2P1 (locations 4 and 5) produced severely elevated thresholds despite being located at similar distances from normal-appearing cones, it is unlikely that scattered light contributed significantly to the relatively low threshold values observed in F1P1. Moreover, in a separate study using the same system on normal eyes, intraretinal scattering did not appear to contribute to the observed changes in retinal sensitivity of cone-sized stimuli placed between versus on individual cones.\textsuperscript{33}

In conclusion, the OCT/AOSLO/AOMP findings demonstrate that in lesions with a preserved ELM and transparent gap where the IS/OS and PTOS are normally seen (F1P1), there may be cones with abnormal scattering characteristics that cause the appearance of focal cone loss. Over time, these cones may regain normal scattering characteristics and once again become observable with AOSLO and/or OCT. Such cones also appear to retain light sensitivity, albeit with elevated thresholds. In regions in which the ELM is less intact and where the space normally occupied by the IS/OS and PTOS is replaced with more diffusely scattering tissue, visual function is more disrupted. No recovery of cone visibility has been found in these regions, although we have tracked progression of only two patients. Taken together, the results of this article suggest a potential use for OCT, with or without other advanced imaging and testing technology, in identifying and quantifying regions of functional and recoverable cones in MacTel type 2 and possibly other diseases.
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